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Abstract—Scalable video coding is a powerful solution for con-
tent delivery in many interactive multimedia services due to its
adaptability to varying terminal and network constraints. In order
to successfully exploit such adaptability, it is necessary to under-
stand users’ preference among various scalability options and con-
sequently develop an optimal bit rate adaptation strategy. In this
paper, we present a study of subjective quality assessment of scal-
able video coding, which investigates the influence of the combi-
nation of scalability options on perceived quality with the goal of
providing guidelines for an adaptive strategy that selects the op-
timal combination for a given bandwidth constraint. In particular,
the study is based on paired comparison of stimuli that is suit-
able for our goal due to its simplicity and easiness. We propose a
new method, called Paired Evaluation via Analysis of Reliability
(PEAR), which analyzes paired comparison results and produces
not only quality scores but also intuitive measures of confidence
of the scores for significance analysis. Results and analysis of ex-
tensive subjective tests for two different scalable video codecs and
high definition contents are described, from which general consis-
tent conclusions are drawn. The video and subjective data used in
the paper are publicly available to the research community.1

Index Terms—Bradley-Terry model, content distribution, mul-
timedia quality assessment, paired comparison, scalable video
coding, subjective test.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ULTIMEDIA streaming over networks has become
a popular application in these days. A wide range of

interactive multimedia services such as video conferencing,
interactive internet protocol television (IPTV), surveillance,
e-learning, and other real-time multimedia content distribution
rely on multimedia streaming techniques. An important issue
for success of such applications is to deal with heterogeneous
and dynamic end-user characteristics including decoding and
display capabilities and network bandwidth limitations.

Scalable video coding offers an efficient solution for appli-
cations where content needs to be transmitted to many clients
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with different computational power [1]. In addition, the bit rate
adaptability inherent in scalable video coding enables adaptive
content distribution based on changes in network conditions. In
general, scalable video coding offers three dimensions in scala-
bility, namely, temporal, spatial, and quality (or signal-to-noise
ratio). Parts of an encoded bit stream can be skipped in order
to reduce the bit rate and quality during transmission over re-
source-constrained networks. The frame rate may be lowered
(temporal scalability), the spatial resolution may be reduced
(spatial scalability), and the quality of each image frame may
be reduced (quality scalability). In order to effectively exploit
such adaptability, it is necessary to have an intelligent strategy
that determines the priority among the scalability options and
select the best combination for a given bit rate condition, so that
the quality of experience of the delivered content to the end-user
is maximized.

Subjective quality assessment is a crucial step to develop such
a strategy and reach the goal of optimal content delivery be-
cause it is the most accurate and reliable way to measure per-
ceived multimedia quality and perform quantitative quality eval-
uation and comparison. When one conducts a subjective test,
the methodology of the test needs to be determined according
to the objectives of the test, the quality levels or artifacts in the
stimuli, the number of stimuli, etc. There have been efforts to
standardize test methodologies in order to ensure reliable and
reproducible results [2].

Paired comparison is one of the standard methodologies
for subjective multimedia quality assessment, where pair-wise
comparisons of stimuli are repeatedly conducted. In comparison
to other methods such as single stimulus and double stimulus
methods, it has the advantage of simplicity, i.e., instead of
assigning a score in a discrete or continuous scale to each stim-
ulus, subjects only need to provide preference between each
pair of stimuli. Especially, when the quality difference between
the stimuli is not easily noticeable or multiple modalities of
quality variations (e.g., spatial resolution, temporal resolution,
or multiple sources of visual artifacts) are involved, the paired
comparison method can be effectively used with improved
reliability [3]–[5].

The results of a paired comparison test appear as a winning
frequency matrix representing the frequencies that each stim-
ulus is preferred against the other stimuli involved. Once the ma-
trix is obtained from the comparison results collected from a suf-
ficient number of subjects, they need to be translated into quality
scores of the stimuli. In general, this process is not as straight-
forward as other test methods such as single stimulus methods
directly producing quality scores called mean opinion scores
(MOS) or double stimulus methods giving differential mean
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opinion scores (DMOS) between references and test stimuli.
Converting the matrix to quality scores becomes even more dif-
ficult when the rating scale includes ties as well as preferences.

Besides the quality scores, information regarding the relia-
bility of the scores also plays an important role in presenting
and analyzing the results. Even if the quality score of a stimulus
is higher than that of another one, the statistical significance of
the quality difference should be further examined in order to
make proper judgment about the result. In the single stimulus
or double stimulus methods, it is common to compute the confi-
dence interval of each quality score (i.e., MOS or DMOS) for a
significance level of , which represents that, if the same test
is repeated for a large number of times and a confidence in-
terval is obtained each time, of the intervals
will contain the true value [2]. However, obtaining confidence
information in paired comparison-based tests has not been suf-
ficiently studied in the existing work. Overall, the paired com-
parison method has potential for subjective tests but, in com-
parison to other test methodologies, its theoretical and practical
frameworks have not been investigated sufficiently in the field
of multimedia quality assessment.

This paper presents an extensive and thorough study of eval-
uating quality of video sequences produced by scalable video
coding for optimal content delivery over resource-constrained
networks, which is performed by a novel method of interpreting
paired comparison results for subjective quality assessment. The
problem of quality evaluation of video sequences having dif-
ferent temporal, spatial, and quality scalability combinations
can be effectively dealt with by paired comparison because pro-
viding preference between two sequences is much easier than
assigning scores to such stimuli for human observers.

First, we propose a new method to convert comparison results
into quality scores and confidence information, called Paired
Evaluation via Analysis of Reliability (PEAR). The most impor-
tant feature of the proposed method is its ability to produce intu-
itive measures of uncertainty (or conversely, reliability) under-
lying in the comparison results so that the significance of quality
difference of considered stimuli can be judged easily. Then, we
present the study where the paired comparison test method and
the proposed analysis technique are applied to evaluate quality
of video sequences produced by scalable video coding. The
goal of the study is to obtain guidelines for a general bit rate
adaptation strategy for scalable video coding. We present exten-
sive subjective quality evaluation tests to reveal the relationship
among the temporal, spatial, and quality scalability options in
terms of perceived quality for different contents and codecs. The
detailed description of the experiments shows how the paired
comparison method can be effectively used for this problem and
how the complete procedure of paired comparison can be per-
formed based on the proposed analysis method. Moreover, we
demonstrate the effectiveness of the paired comparison method
by comparing the results to those obtained from the popular
single stimulus continuous quality scale (SSCQS) method.

Although there have been efforts to analyze the effects of spa-
tial and temporal scaling on perceived quality in simulcast en-
coded video sequences, the trade-off between the three scala-
bility dimensions in scalable video coding has not been exten-
sively studied. In [6], the trade-off between quality and temporal

options in MPEG-4 fine-grained scalability coding was studied
and it was concluded that the quality has the priority until it
reaches a satisfactory level. Wang et al. [7] tried to find the op-
timal temporal resolution over a range of bandwidths through
subjective quality evaluation for motion-compensated wavelet/
subband video coding. In [8], it was shown that there exists an
optimal adaptation trajectory in the space of possible combina-
tions of spatial and temporal resolutions for MPEG-4 video se-
quences. The work presented in [9] provides subjective quality
test results of low bit rate video sequences encoded by H.263
and H.264/AVC by considering different dimensions such as
spatial resolution, temporal resolution, and bit rate.

In comparison to the above studies, the present work has dis-
tinct contributions as follows. First, while most of the existing
studies only considered standard definition sequences with rel-
atively low bit rates (up to about 1 Mbps) and low frame rates
(up to 25 fps), we consider high definition (HD) video sequences
having high bit rates (up to about 4 Mbps) and high frame rates
(up to 50 fps) that are of interest in today’s approaches. Second,
various factors affecting the perceived quality are examined in
our work for complete analysis, such as content type, scalable
video codec, spatial resolution, temporal resolution, and quality
option. On the other hand, many existing works considered only
some of the options possible (e.g., [6], [7]). Third, the previous
work [8], [9] simulated combinations of the three scalability op-
tions by using non-scalable codecs, whereas we use two popular
scalable video codecs for analysis and examine general agree-
ment between them in the results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The definition
of the problem to be solved in this paper is given in Section II.
Section III reviews the existing theories of the paired compar-
ison method. The proposed PEAR technique for analyzing com-
parison results is presented in Section IV along with numerical
examples illustrating the results of the existing and the proposed
methods. Section V presents the experiments for evaluation of
scalable video coding, where the complete procedure of the
proposed paired comparison analysis is provided and general
guidelines for adaptive scalability are described. Finally, con-
clusions are given in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

As stated in the introduction, scalable video coding provides
efficient scalable representation of video content through flex-
ible scalability in three dimensions, i.e., spatial, temporal, and
quality scalability. A bit stream produced by a scalable video
encoder contains a layered structure of several combinations
of the three scalability options, from which a video sequence
of a particular desired combination can be extracted. Scalable
video coding is a suitable solution for adaptive content delivery
to end-users having various preferences, terminal capabilities,
and network conditions. For example, when low and high bit
rate streams of the same content need to be transmitted simul-
taneously to different clients, necessary layers in a scalable bit
stream can be sent to them, respectively, instead of preparing
and sending two separate single-layer bit streams. Also, scal-
able video coding can work adaptively when the bit rate needs
to be adjusted according to the varying network bandwidth lim-
itations.
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In a scalable bit stream, there may exist multiple different
scalability combinations having the same or similar bit rates.
Thus, it is necessary to have a policy that selects the best com-
binations of the three scalability options in terms of quality of
experience. This requires quality comparison of layers having
different combinations for each bit rate condition, from which
guidelines for such an intelligent strategy are made.

While assessing individual video sequences in a pre-defined
rating scale is traditionally popular for subjective multimedia
quality evaluation, paired comparison is more appropriate and
efficient for the goal of our quality evaluation study. First, it
is necessary to perform evaluation of video stimuli across dif-
ferent modalities (e.g., spatial and temporal resolutions), which
is not easy for human viewers to assign a quality score value in
a continuous or discrete scale. On the other hand, paired com-
parison provides simplicity and easiness of evaluation because
viewers only need to indicate which is better in terms of per-
ceived quality between two stimuli. Second, in order to have
complete comparison results of stimuli considered, one needs to
perform comparison for all possible pairs; when there are many
stimuli to be evaluated in a test, the number of comparisons may
become too large, which is usual in many subjective tests. How-
ever, there are often only a few (typically less than 10) cases that
have the same or similar bit rate and need to be compared, and
thus the number of comparisons is kept reasonably small.

Therefore, the problem dealt with in our work is to inves-
tigate the perceived quality of different scalability combina-
tions having (nearly) the same bit rates in scalable bit streams
through paired comparison experiments, which will give insight
for smart bit rate adaptation strategies for content distribution in
networks.

III. PAIRED COMPARISON

A. Procedure

The task of a subject in paired comparison experiments
is to provide an index of the relation between two stimuli
presented. The judgment can be done either categorically or
continuously. In the categorical judgment, the subject selects
one of a set of categories defined in semantic forms. The
simplest comparison scale for this is ' ' ' ' . If
the tie between two stimuli is allowed, the scale becomes
' ' ' ' ' ' . A more subdivided scale can

also be used, e.g., ' ' ' ' ' '
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' , as suggested

in [2]. In the continuous judgment, the subject assigns each
relation to a value on a continuous scale, e.g., .

When stimuli are evaluated, the total number of compar-
isons (“rounds”) is . When becomes large, the number
of pairs to be compared may become too large to be feasible.
In such cases, it is possible to use techniques that perform com-
parison only for some of the pairs and obtain estimated quality
scores [10].

The paired comparison method can be also used complemen-
tarily as a secondary evaluation process in order to analyze fur-
ther the stimuli that obtained similar quality scores during a pri-
mary evaluation run [2].

B. Analysis of Comparison Results Without Ties

When two discrete grades (“better” and “worse”) are used, the
results obtained from subjects can be summarized by , ,

, representing the frequency that stimulus wins
over stimulus , where and .

One of the most popular methods converting the winning
frequencies to continuous-scale quality scores is to use the
Bradley-Terry (BT) model [11]. The probability of choosing
stimulus against stimulus is represented as

(1)

where is a positive-valued parameter satisfying ,
which can be considered as the quality score for stimulus .

The parameter can be estimated by maximizing the log-
likelihood function given by

(2)

As a special case, the solution for is easily obtained as

(3)

(4)

C. Analysis of Comparison Results Having Ties

When ties are allowed in paired comparison, additional pa-
rameters, , , , are used to summarize the
results. represents the frequency that stimulus and stimulus

are in a tie. In this case, we have .
The probability that stimulus and stimulus are in a tie can

be calculated from the results as

(5)

1) Equal Division: A simple solution to deal with ties is to
treat a tie as a half way between the other two options [12]. Thus,
the number of ties is divided by two, each of which is added to
the winning frequencies:

(6)

(7)

Then, the BT model can be used to convert into quality
scores.

This method has an advantage of avoiding complications of
introducing extra parameters to account for the ties.

2) Rao and Kupper’s Method: In [13], Rao and Kupper ex-
tended the BT model to consider ties as follows:

(8)

(9)

(10)
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where is a threshold parameter related to the minimum
difference of measurement to distinguish between two stimuli.
When , the model becomes the original BT model. The
parameters and are estimated by maximizing the likelihood
function that is similar to (2). When , the solution is
written as

(11)

(12)

(13)

3) Davidson’s Method: By assuming that the probability of
no preference is proportional to the geometric mean of the prob-
abilities of preferences, Davidson [14] proposed another exten-
sion of the BT model for incorporating ties:

(14)

(15)

(16)

where can be considered as a discrimination index.
yields the BT model. Again, the maximum likelihood

estimation is used to obtain the parameters. The solution for
can be written as

(17)

(18)

(19)

IV. PROPOSED ANALYSIS METHOD

We propose the PEAR method that gives an intuitive mea-
sure of confidence information so that the significance of quality
difference can be easily checked. In our method, it is assumed
that the ties contain information of uncertainty of the compar-
ison results. The uncertainty may come from severe ambiguity
in choosing one of the two given stimuli or unreliability of the
ratings provided by the subjects. In any case, existence of the un-
certainty in the results implies that the obtained quality scores
are not definite but may vary within confidence intervals that
will be defined in this section. Such information is crucial in
judging whether difference between quality scores of stimuli is
statistically significant.

The methods presented in the previous section also reflect the
uncertainty underlying in the ties in a way that the scores and the
auxiliary parameters ( and ) change according to the number
of ties. However, such changes do not give intuitive measures of
disclosing the significance of the results. Our proposed method
produces the confidence interval for the score of a stimulus,
which directly indicates whether difference of quality scores is
significant. The upper and lower bounds of the confidence in-

terval are obtained by considering the extreme cases where (a
part of) the ties of two stimuli supposedly belong to one of the
two preference options. Thus, significance of quality difference
can be easily checked by examining the amount of overlap of
confidence intervals.

A. Method

In our method, two additional parameter sets, and , are
defined as

(20)

(21)

which indicate the lower and upper bounds of , respectively,
by considering the uncertainty underlying in the ties. (or

) represents the difference between the nominal value of
and (or ). Therefore, the interval given by

plays the role of the confidence interval for the quality score .
The additional parameters are computed as follows. Once

the nominal values of are obtained by using the BT model
without considering ties, and are estimated by
solving the following equations:

(22)

(23)

and in the above equations can be calculated from the
subjective ratings:

(24)

(25)

The additional parameter can be regarded as the
proportion of the ties explaining uncertainty. When , all
ties are considered to be uncertain, which can be used in most
cases. If information regarding the reliability of the scores is
available, the value of can be set to be less than unity ac-
cordingly. This parameter may be regarded as analogous to the
significance level used in obtaining confidence intervals of
MOS or DMOS, in the sense that both of them are related to re-
liability information and control widths of confidence intervals.

The log-likelihood function to be maximized to obtain
and is written as

(26)

When , by using , the solution is given by

(27)

(28)
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B. Numerical Examples

The following numerical examples are given to effectively
illustrate the procedures and results of the aforementioned
methods of analyzing paired comparison results.

Let us consider two cases with the following subjective rat-
ings for and :

• Case I: , ,
• Case II: , ,

Note that in both cases, the winning frequency of stimulus 2 is
three times that of stimulus 1 but case II has much more ties.

If the ties are divided equally and spread to other preferences,
we obtain the scores as

for each case, respectively. More ties in case II lead to scores
that are more similar.

By using (11)–(13), the Rao and Kupper’s method produces

for case I, and

for case II.
Using the Davidson’s method in (17)–(19), the parameters

are estimated as

for each case, respectively.
In both methods, the auxiliary parameters, i.e., and , ac-

count for the uncertainty in the ties to some extent. In addition,
when there are more ties, the Rao and Kupper’s method yields
the scores that are less different from each other.

In the proposed method, the nominal scores are obtained as

in both cases. By setting , we obtain the auxiliary param-
eters representing the confidence intervals as

for case I, and

for case II. Fig. 1 shows these results. One can clearly see that,
while the nominal quality scores are the same in the two cases,
more ties increase the confidence interval in case II. The con-
fidence intervals are asymmetric around the nominal quality
scores because separate parameters, i.e., and , are
used to define them. In this way, the confidence intervals ob-
tained in the proposed method have direct implications about the
uncertainty of the comparison results; overlapping confidence
intervals of two stimuli indicate that there exists a possibility

Fig. 1. Quality scores and confidence intervals calculated by the proposed
method for (a) case I �� � ��, (b) case II �� � ��, (c) case I �� � ����, and
(d) case II �� � ����.

that the dominance appearing in the quality scores may be in-
verted and thus the quality difference is not significant. If one
looks at only the quality scores, one may wrongly judge that
stimulus 2 has better quality when compared to stimulus 1 even
in case II. Although the auxiliary parameters ( and ) in the
previous methods tend to become large according to the number
of ties, our method provides a more effective and intuitive way
to examine the reliability and confidence of the results.

The level of uncertainty is adjusted by varying the value of
, which results in changes of the widths of the confidence in-

tervals. Such changes may cause different conclusions, e.g., two
quality levels that are not significantly different for due to
the overlapping confidence intervals may become significantly
different for .

Analysis using asymmetric confidence intervals in our
method is particularly useful when more than two stimuli
need to be compared. Each of the lower and upper bounds of
the confidence interval for a stimulus can be used separately
to compare the quality of the stimulus with that of another
stimulus having a lower or higher quality score, whereas ad-
ditional statistical tests such as t-tests need to be repeatedly
conducted for results obtained from a single or double stimulus
experiment.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, our subjective quality evaluation of scalable
video coding based on the proposed analysis technique is pre-
sented. We employed two different scalable video codecs in
order to examine the impact of encoding schemes on the subjec-
tive evaluation results. In addition, we conducted both conven-
tional SSCQS and paired comparison tests in order to show the
effectiveness of the latter over the former in terms of suitability
for our goal due to better discriminability of quality scores.

First, details of the performed subjective tests such as codecs,
test material, test environments and procedures, and subjective
data processing are provided. Then, the test results and in-depth
analysis based on the proposed analysis technique are given to
draw important findings from the experiments.

A. Scalable Video Codecs

The subjective quality of the sequences produced by an
encoder is highly dependent on the algorithms used in the
encoder. In addition, the performance of an encoder usually
varies according to contents and bit rate conditions. In order
to investigate the quality variation due to the scalable video
encoding schemes, two different scalable video codecs are
employed, namely, scalable extension of H.264/AVC and
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wavelet-based scalable video coding [15]. The former is a
standardized discrete cosine transform-based scalable video
coding, while the latter is a popular alternative using wavelet
transform.

1) Scalable Extension of H.264/AVC: The latest H.264/AVC
standard provides a fully scalable extension, SVC, which
achieves significant compression gain and complexity reduc-
tion for scalability in comparison to previous video coding
standards [16]. It reuses the key features of H.264/AVC and
employs new techniques to provide temporal, spatial, and
quality scalability with minor increase of bit rate when com-
pared to the single-layer H.264/AVC.

The scalable bit stream coded by SVC is organized by a base
layer and several enhancement layers. Hierarchical prediction
structures enable temporal scalability. Spatial scalability is
achieved via the multi-layer coding approach with additional
inter-layer prediction. The coarse-grain quality scalability
(CGS) and medium-grain quality scalability (MGS) provide
quality scalability. CGS is achieved by re-quantization of
the residual signal in the enhancement layer, while MGS is
enabled by distributing the transform coefficients of a slice
into different network abstraction layer (NAL) units. All these
three scalabilities are combined into one bit stream from which
different operational points can be extracted.

In our experiments, we used the reference software JSVM
9.18 [17]. The default cascading of the quantization parameters
over the temporal levels was disabled. CGS was used to sup-
port quality scalability for each of the spatial layers. Each spatial
layer has a quality base layer and a CGS quality enhancement
layer. Hierarchical B pictures were employed to enable five tem-
poral layers.

2) Wavelet-Based Scalable Video Coding: Apart from the
technology used in SVC, there has been also a great amount
of research on wavelet-based scalable video coding (WSVC). It
has been shown that recent WSVC systems perform well, espe-
cially when fine-grain quality scalability is required [18], [19].

WSVC typically operates as follows. First, the input video
sequence undergoes spatio-temporal decomposition based on a
wavelet transform, which provides the basis of spatial and tem-
poral scalability. Then, motion estimation is performed to obtain
motion information, and wavelet coefficients are computed on
the texture information remaining after motion estimation. The
wavelet coefficients and the motion vectors are compressed to
remove redundancy. Finally, the compressed information is or-
ganized in the bit stream in a layered manner.

Specifically, the WSVC method in [19] was used in our
experiments. The bit stream was encoded by using five tem-
poral layers, three spatial layers, and several quality layers. The
group-of-pictures (GOP) size of each sequence was set to 32. In
contrast to SVC, the employed WSVC provides a rate control
scheme so that it is possible to produce a bit stream containing
different scalability combinations having the same bit rate.

B. Test Material

Three HD sequences of duration of 10 s were used, i.e., Duck-
sTakeOff, IntoTree, and ParkJoy [20]. Fig. 2 shows example
frames of the sequences. They have distinct spatial and tem-
poral complexity as depicted in Fig. 3, which shows the spatial

Fig. 2. Example frame images of the content used, namely, DucksTakeOff, In-
toTree, and ParkJoy.

Fig. 3. Spatial information (SI) versus temporal information (TI) indexes of
the selected contents.

information (SI) and temporal information (TI) indexes com-
puted for the luminance component of each content [21]. It is ob-
served that IntoTree has relatively small SI and TI values, while
ParkJoy shows large values for both measures. DucksTakeOff
has a large SI index but a small TI index.

The original raw sequences having a spatial resolution of
1280 720 and a temporal frequency of 50 fps were encoded
by using the two codecs. Various layers of different combi-
nations of spatial resolution, temporal resolution, and frame
quality were extracted from the encoded bit streams.

Among the layers in the SVC and WSVC bit streams, some
of them were selected for the experiments. Since our goal is to
compare the perceived quality of different scalability options for
each given bit rate condition, we first identified the bit rate con-
ditions that are common to multiple layers. When layers having
exactly the same bit rate were not available, we selected layers
having similar bit rate values. Then, some of the bit rate condi-
tions were discarded in order to keep the total duration of the
subjective test reasonable, while the whole range of the bit rate
was maintained and diverse quality levels and scalability op-
tions were included in the experiments. As a result, four to six
bit rate conditions were selected for each content as shown in
Tables I and II for each codec, respectively. The spatial reso-
lutions varying from 320 180, and 640 360, to
1280 720. The frame rates are 6.25, 12.5, 25, and 50 fps.
The frame quality is expressed in terms of the pixel bit rate
defined by

(29)
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TABLE I
SELECTED COMPARISON SETS COMPOSED OF MULTIPLE LAYERS HAVING

(NEARLY) THE SAME BIT RATES FROM THE BIT STREAMS ENCODED BY

SVC. EACH LAYER IS SHOWN AS ���� ������ �, WHERE �, � �� ,
� , AND � ARE THE BIT RATE IN KBPS, SPATIAL RESOLUTION, TEMPORAL

RESOLUTION, AND PIXEL BIT RATE IN BPS, RESPECTIVELY

where is the bit rate.
We assumed a fixed frame size equal to the maximum resolu-

tion (i.e., 1280 720) for all stimuli, considering applications
such as video streaming in video sharing websites where video
clips are usually shown with the same frame size. Therefore,
sequences having smaller resolutions than 1280 720 were up-
sampled accordingly for presentation by using a bilinear filter.

C. Test Environments

The test environment is intended to assure the reproducibility
of the subjective test results by avoiding involuntary influences
of any external factors. Thus, it is important to fix features of the
viewing environment such as general viewing conditions and
crucial features of the used monitor.

The tests were performed in the space dedicated to profes-
sional subjective tests in our laboratory. The test room was
equipped with an LCD monitor receiving input from a high
performance server that was capable of playing HD raw content
in real time. Detailed information about the monitor used is
shown in Table III. The ambient lighting consisted of neon
lamps with 6500 K color temperature and the walls color was
gray 128, as recommended in [2]. Each subject was sitting in
front of the monitor at a distance 2–3 times the height of the
stimuli.

D. Test Procedures

Two subjective test methodologies were used in our experi-
ments, namely, SSCQS and paired comparison. The two tests
were conducted separately and their results are reported in
order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the paired comparison

TABLE II
SELECTED COMPARISON SETS CONTAINING MULTIPLE LAYERS HAVING

(NEARLY) THE SAME BIT RATES FROM THE BIT STREAMS ENCODED BY

WSVC. EACH LAYER IS SHOWN AS ���� ������ �, WHERE �,� �� ,
� , AND � ARE THE BIT RATE IN KBPS, SPATIAL RESOLUTION, TEMPORAL

RESOLUTION, AND PIXEL BIT RATE IN BPS, RESPECTIVELY

TABLE III
DETAILS OF THE MONITOR USED FOR THE TESTS

method using the proposed analysis technique in comparison
to the popular SSCQS methodology.

1) SSCQS: Prior to the test sessions, a training session was
held, where the test methodology was described to the subject
by using a set of training stimuli that were different from the test
stimuli. A subject watched each stimulus played once for 10 s
and had 5 s to vote on a score sheet. The rating scale used was a
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continuous scale ranging from 0 to 100. Adjective descriptions
of each range of the scale (“excellent”, “good”, “fair”, “poor”,
and “bad”) were also indicated next to numeric scores. The pre-
sentation order was randomized and measures were taken to
avoid playing the same content consecutively. The stimuli pre-
sentation was divided into two separate sessions so that the du-
ration of each test session remains reasonable. Sixteen subjects
(11 males and 5 females) participated in the tests. They reported
normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

2) Paired Comparison: A pair of test stimuli in the same
comparison set (each set in Tables I and II) were played side-by-
side time-synchronously. All possible pairs in each comparison
set were used for comparison in order to obtain complete win-
ning frequency matrices. Since the monitor used has a native
resolution of 2560 1600, two video sequences could fit in
the horizontal space of the display. Each subject was asked to
choose which stimulus had better quality between the two pre-
sented stimuli and to mark the answer between “left”, “same”,
and “right” on the score sheet. Each pair of stimuli was played in
loop in order to allow the subject to watch the stimuli as many
times as he/she wanted for careful analysis. Each subject had
two separate test sessions, each of which contained about 50
pairs of stimuli each. As in SSCQS, a training session took place
before the test sessions. Another sixteen subjects (11 males and
5 females) having normal or corrected-to-normal vision partic-
ipated in the tests.

E. Subjective Data Processing

Once subjective data are gathered from subjects, the data need
to be processed to compute the final quality scores and confi-
dence intervals for evaluation. The subjective data processing
consisted of outlier detection and calculation of quality scores
and confidence intervals, which are explained below for each
test methodology.

1) SSCQS: Screening of subjects in SSCQS was performed
by following the guidelines described in [2]. For each stimulus,
it is tested whether the distribution of the ratings of all subjects
is normal. If the kurtosis coefficient is between 2 and 4, the dis-
tribution is regarded as normal. Then, for each subject, the two
counters, and , are calculated by checking whether the score
of the subject for a stimulus is far from the average score for all
subjects. In other words, if the score by the subject for the stim-
ulus is larger (or less) than the average score over all subjects
plus (or minus) times the standard deviation, (or ) is in-
creased by 1. The value of was chosen to be 2 for normally dis-
tributed and for non-normally distributed scores. Finally, if
the proportion of among the whole test of a subject was
larger than 5% and less than 30%, the subject
was considered as an outlier and his/her ratings were discarded.
In our case, no subject was found as an outlier.

The MOS was computed for each stimulus by averaging the
scores of all subjects for the stimulus. The 95% confidence in-
terval of the stimulus was computed by using the Student’s
t-distribution:

(30)

where is the standard deviation of the scores over all subjects
for the stimulus and is the t-value from a two-
tailed Student’s t-distribution with the significance level (5%)
and degrees of freedom.

2) Paired Comparison: Outlier detection in paired compar-
ison was conducted differently from SSCQS. An evidence that
a particular subject was not capable of making reliable judg-
ment can be detected by checking the transitivity appearing the
paired comparison results of the subject. If a subject preferred
stimulus 1 against stimulus 2, and stimulus 2 against stimulus 3,
then stimulus 1 must be preferred against stimulus 3 by the same
subject in order to satisfy the transitivity rule. If stimulus 3 is
preferred against stimulus 1, the three stimulus forms a circular
triad, which indicates a violation of the transitivity rule. There-
fore, when the number of such circular triads in the results of
the subject is large, we can conclude the subject’s judgment is
not reliable and thus he/she is regarded as an outlier. While pre-
vious methods only considered binary preference choices [3],
[22], we present a method modified to accommodate ties in the
results as follows.

Let mean that stimulus is preferred to by a subject,
and let indicate a tie between the two stimuli. For each
triad containing stimuli , , and , the following cases are con-
sidered as circular triads:

(31)

(32)

(33)

The transitivity satisfaction rate (or consistency rate) is defined
by

(34)

where is the number of circular triads and is that of all
possible triads. If for a subject is less than a threshold, the
subject is considered as an outlier.

For each subject, we calculated for the comparison sets con-
taining at least three layers, i.e., the last two comparison sets of
each content in Table II. It turned out that, in our experiments, all
subjects’ transitivity satisfaction rates were above 0.96, which
indicates high reliability of their ratings. Therefore, it was con-
cluded that there were no outlier in the paired comparison ex-
periments.

The quality scores and confidence intervals were obtained
from the paired comparison results by using the proposed
method described in Section IV. For analysis, we normalized
the scores of the instances in a comparison set so that the
maximum score becomes 100. The confidence intervals were
also normalized accordingly.

F. Results and Analysis

The quality scores and the confidence intervals of the two test
methods are shown in Figs. 4–9. The compared scalability com-
binations are written above each figure as ,
where , , , and are the bit rate in kbps, spa-
tial resolution, temporal resolution, and pixel bit rate in bps,
respectively, as in Tables I and II. In the case of SSCQS, a
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Fig. 4. Results of the subjective tests for DucksTakeOff encoded by SVC. In
the case of SSCQS, the hypothesis test showed that the difference of the two
MOS values was significant (� � ����) only in (a).

two-sample two-tailed t-test was additionally conducted for the
stimuli having the highest and the second highest MOS values
in each comparison set in order to determine if the difference be-
tween the two MOS values was statistically significant. The null
hypothesis is that the two score sets are from a normal distribu-
tion with equal means, while the alternative hypothesis is that
the two means are not equal. The cases where the null hypoth-
esis was rejected at a significance level of 0.05 are mentioned in
the captions of the figures.

When SSCQS and paired comparison are compared, the pref-
erence in each comparison set is consistent. The major differ-
ence between the two test methods is that the paired comparison
results show large, significant differences among the layers in
each comparison set, which indicates better discriminability of
paired comparison for the given quality evaluation task in com-
parison to SSCQS. Since the layers in a comparison set have
similar bit rate values, their quality tends to be similar through
the SSCQS test containing sequences over the whole quality
range, even though the layers are from different combinations
of spatial, temporal, and quality scalabilities. The large discrim-
inability of paired comparison is effective in our scenario where
we want to find the best scalability combination for a given bit
rate condition. Hereafter, the analysis is mainly based on the re-
sults of paired comparison.

Figs. 4–6 show the results of SVC. When a pair of sequences
have the same spatial resolution, the one having a larger frame
rate is preferred [Figs. 5(c)–(d) and 6(a)]. The last pair of

Fig. 5. Results of the subjective tests for IntoTree encoded by SVC. In the case
of SSCQS, the hypothesis test showed that the difference of the two MOS values
was significant �� � ����� in (b), (c), and (d).

Fig. 6. Results of the subjective tests for ParkJoy encoded by SVC. In the case
of SSCQS, the hypothesis test showed that the difference of the two MOS values
was significant �� � ����� in (c) and (d).

ParkJoy [Fig. 6(d)] is an exception, which is thought to be
because the high TI index of the content makes the subjects
insensitive to the change of the frame rate higher than 25 fps
and the frame quality is better in the case of 25 fps (i.e., a higher
pixel bit rate).

Figs. 4(b) and (d), 5(b), and 6(b)–(c) show the results of the
cases where the combination of the frame rate and frame res-
olution is different from each other and the quality difference
between the two stimuli is significant in paired comparison. It
is observed that, when the bit rate is small and the two resolu-
tions 320 180 and 640 360 are compared, the latter is al-
ways preferred even though the frame rate is lower, which is
because of the stronger interpolation effect in the smaller reso-
lution [Figs. 4(b) and 6(b)]. However, when the bit rate becomes
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Fig. 7. Results of the subjective tests for DucksTakeOff encoded by WSVC.
In the case of SSCQS, the hypothesis test showed that the difference of the two
highest MOS values was not significant in these four comparison sets.

large, a high frame rate is more important than a high spatial res-
olution (i.e., 1280 720), as shown in Figs. 4(d), 5(b), and 6(c).

Fig. 4(c), (e), and (f) compares the cases of the same frame
rate but different resolutions (1280 720 and 640 360).
While the first and last cases show statistically insignificant
results, Fig. 4(e) shows that the resolution of 640 360 is
preferred because the frame quality is not good enough and
the blocking artifacts are observed in the case of the resolution
1280 720.

In Figs. 7–9, the results of WSVC for each content are
shown. For the comparison sets whose bit rates are less than
1024 kbps, the comparison is made between the two spatial
resolutions, i.e., 320 180 and 640 360, for the same frame
rates [Figs. 7(a)–(b), 8(a)–(b), and 9(a)–(b)]. For DucksTakeOff
and IntoTree, a larger spatial resolution is preferred against
a smaller one because the blurring artifact is stronger in the
smaller resolution [Figs. 7(a)–(b) and 8(a)–(b)]. In these cases,
low frame rates such as 6.25 fps and 12.5 fps are not sufficient
for the content containing relatively fast visual motion. Thus,
the subjects may prefer the more strongly blurred scene in
the low resolution, which partially compensates for the jerky
motion in the sequences having low frame rates.

Figs. 7(c), 8(c), and 9(c) compare the results when the bit rate
is 1024 kbps. It is observed that the two combinations of the spa-
tial and temporal resolutions,
and , show the worst quality
due to the strong blurring effect caused by interpolation and
the lowest temporal resolution, respectively. The combination
of also shows low quality
scores because of the lowest frame rate. For DucksTakeOff and
ParkJoy, the combination of
has the best quality, whereas was
evaluated as the best for IntoTree. Such content-dependence can
be explained by the fact that IntoTree has a small SI index and
thus spatial blurring does not degrade the quality as much as in
the other two contents.

Fig. 8. Results of the subjective tests for IntoTree encoded by WSVC. In the
case of SSCQS, the hypothesis test showed that the difference of the two highest
MOS values was significant �� � ����� in (c).

Fig. 9. Results of the subjective tests for ParkJoy encoded by WSVC. In the
case of SSCQS, the hypothesis test showed that the difference of the two highest
MOS values was not significant in these four comparison sets.

For the 3048 kbps bit rate condition, all the layers have the
same spatial resolution and thus the comparison is performed
among different combinations of the frame rate and frame
quality. The results indicate that a larger frame rate is always
preferred [Figs. 7(d), 8(d), and 9(d)]. For ParkJoy, quality
difference between the cases of 25 fps and 50 fps is not statis-
tically significant, which is in line with the exceptional result
for SVC in Fig. 6(d).

Interestingly, the pixel bit rate does not have clear relationship
with the perceived quality in both codecs, whereas the previous
work [9] indicated that a higher quality score is usually marked
for a higher pixel bit rate. Rather, the spatial and temporal res-
olutions seem to be more important for the perceived quality in
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our case. We think that such difference stems from different ap-
plications considered, i.e., low bit rate video sequences in [9]
and HD sequences in our work.

Overall, the following conclusions can be made based on the
above observations. First, when the bit rate is low and only
layers having small spatial resolutions are available, a larger
spatial resolution obtaining the lowest acceptable frame quality
without strong blurring is preferable. In the case of SVC, this
observation was valid even when the frame rate decreases at the
cost of the increase of the spatial resolution. Second, for high bit
rate conditions, acceptable frame quality is achieved and thus a
high frame rate acquired by the decrease of the pixel bit rate
becomes important for subjective quality. Here, the separation
of low and high bit rate values appeared between 800 kbps and
1024 kbps for the case of WSVC; it may be estimated as about
700 kbps for SVC, which remains inconclusive due to limited
availability of diverse layers having the same bit rate values.
Third, the content is an important factor influencing the percep-
tual quality of different scalability combinations, which can be
described by the SI and TI indexes to some extent. Fourth, while
each encoder produces scalable bit streams of different struc-
tures and thus the encoder type affects the results significantly,
the aforementioned overall tendency remains quite consistent
across the two codecs.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a subjective quality eval-
uation study of scalable video coding for adaptive content
delivery. The evaluation was performed via a paired compar-
ison methodology, for which we have proposed the new PEAR
method that converts comparison results to quality scores and
facilitates performing intuitive significance analysis of the
scores. It was demonstrated that the proposed paired compar-
ison test methodology can be effectively used for comparing
different scalability options and developing guidelines for an
adaptive strategy of exploiting scalability in comparison to the
conventional SSCQS method. The analysis of the test results
showed that the priority between the spatial resolution and
frame rate depends on the bit rate condition and content type,
which was considerably consistent in the two codecs under test.
For low bit rate conditions, the spatial resolution was important
for perceived quality, whereas for higher bit rate conditions, a
high frame rate was preferable.

While we applied the proposed paired comparison method-
ology for evaluation of scalable video coding, it can also be used
to solve diverse multimedia quality evaluation problems. Partic-
ularly, it is suitable for online crowdsourcing from which many
subjective data can be collected more easily when compared to
MOS-based methodologies such as SSCQS. The rating proce-
dure of paired comparison is simple so that training of subjects
can be performed easily. In addition, the reliability of each sub-
ject’s ratings can be judged independently in our methodology,
where as other subjective data are required for outlier detection
in MOS-based methodologies, as shown in Section V-E.

It will be necessary to perform further validation of the con-
clusions made in our work by using more diverse contents. In

the future, it would be desirable to develop an adaptive deci-
sion strategy of scalability options for resource-constrained net-
works by taking into account the drawn observations in this
paper as guidelines. Previously, there have been some work of
proposing such strategies (e.g., [8], [23]), which are not usu-
ally based on thorough subjective evaluation across all three
scalability dimensions. Moreover, it is useful to develop objec-
tive quality measures of video sequences generated by scalable
video coding based on the results reported here, which can be
used in adaptive strategies for real-time automatic quality mea-
surement and monitoring of delivered content.
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